We have integrated Avetta with our supplier risk tool to automate the supplier registration process. Doing so has lowered our onboarding times, standardized messaging sent to suppliers to register, and reduced errors and administrative time spent by our employees.

Leonie Wedderburn
Manager of Environment Health & Safety, Verizon
Avetta Open Platform Benefits

**Easy-to-use**
REST API standard protocol architecture makes it easy to access.

**Secure**
API key authentication ensures that all push-pull data exchanged is secure.

**Real-time Data Updates**
Registration information, compliance statuses etc. are all synced in real-time.

**Better Decisions**
View Avetta's supplier data across several platforms for improved decision-making.

Avetta’s Self-Service API Portal

Your IT organizations can set up any integrations you need using the easy-to-use self-service portal

**Detailed documentation on integrations**

**Sample Codes**
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Broad Spectrum of Endpoints (Data Fields)

- **Registration**: Send request to Supplier to join Avetta
- **Suppliers /Accounts**: Provides the list of Supplier’s profile information including Compliance status
- **Connections/Flags**: Supplier Connections, Compliance/Flags
- **PQFs/Forms**: Provides requested PQF or Forms
- **Forms status**: Change the Form status in Avetta using the API
- **Documents**: Access PDF versions of documents

Avetta’s experienced integration experts are also here to help

- Gather business needs and identify integrations that would advance your initiatives
- Understand your third-party systems
- Design an integration workflow that would work best between Avetta and your systems
- Support your IT organizations in testing the integrations
- Deploy the integrations live to automate safety, sustainability, and risk processes

Design an integration workflow between Avetta and your systems

- Schedule your demo today at avetta.com/demo
- To learn more visit avetta.com/solutions
- Current Clients, please contact your Account Manager to learn more
Avetta Integrates With Leading Enterprise Platforms to Manage Supply Chain Risks

Avetta clients use our API integrations with diverse procurement, ERP, supplier management, or security solutions, including:

Microsoft Dynamics 365 | SAP Ariba | servicenow | Coupa | SAP
workday | infor | Microsoft Azure | Salesforce
Google Cloud | Oracle | Power BI | Viewpoint | PeopleSoft

Common Integration Use Cases

- Supplier onboarding and risk monitoring workflows, such as safety and insurance qualifications
- Purchase order/work order approval workflows
- ESG assessment and business risk monitoring
- Contingent worker competency and drug & alcohol compliance
- Supplier worker identity and gate access workflows

Available in the SAP Store! Available in the Coupa App Marketplace!

Avetta has partnered with Coupa and SAP Ariba to create tighter, standardized integrations, reducing IT effort and integration costs.

Have a Different System or Need Customized Workflows?

Avetta’s open API capabilities enable users to integrate with diverse client systems. Talk to an Avetta expert for more details.